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Trump Religious Dogma and Putin the
Fear Connection

The reason Trump & Putin being in bed together is not upsetting some

people may be religious dogma and fear of Islam. Putin passed some of

the most restrictive religious laws in Russia since the USSR. This is

favorable to people afraid of extremism in religion and terrorism but

the big picture is much scarier.

Russia is effectively pro Christian. Even its acts toward the gay

community demonstrate its conservative religious view. Many who

support Trump are pro Christian and anti Islam. In the proces though I

do not think the marginalized groups see how nightmarish that kind of

fear could be if it grows to include them. I’m buddhist and I’ve been told

i have to associate with Trump lovers. Does that mean I can not be with

liberals who think the way I do? Does that mean I do not have a choice

of who to love? Does that mean I can not be with SAG AFTRA because I

dared to associate outside a group I was born into when I have never

associated or liked my own family and their beliefs?

I remember a guy I knew back in 2005 had a problem with me liking an

actor Blake Shields. Now I suspect it was due to isues he had, but also

with him being Jewish. I have spent over a decade being stalked and

abused because a Jewish actor asked me for drinks. Nothing happened.

I wish it had because maybe everyone would know I do not put up with

men, even an actor trying to use me, push me to have sex, and no guy

does not respect me by trying to be with me without protection or

having spent time getting to know me. And I do not chase men because

in the end a career is more important to me and

autonomy. I’ll never follow the man in my life, if there was one,
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completely because I like indivduality and respect that. Too many

haters in our society today do not. I’m sick of people not getting I was

happy alone and working on sets and want that life back more than a

job so I can afford to buy a house and get married. Blake Shields knew

that in 2013 so all the attacks, the games with the Union, all seem to be

the acts of narcissists, not acts to make me do the right thing.

I have spent most of my life having friends not like my christian family

because I saw there bigotry as ignorant and hateful. I’ve spent the last

two years being attacked by someone telling me my chakras were

messed up. I get comments about how I should have a job. Well I was

working toward a career and wanted that more than a husband, so you

stopped me working sets to make me get a job so I’d be marriage

worthy? Um, im never going to want to marry if I hate my job and life.

I’d hate Blake Shields if I had to have a job working 40 hours a week I

hated that had nothing to do with the entertainment industry to

support him so he could be an actor. Why I turned many extras who hit

on me down. I had financial responsibilities I needed to work to solve,

and using a man to solve them is not what I want to do.

How about letting us ugly women act? Yeah that is the other twisted

aspect of religious conservatism. Anything outside perfection is scorned

or seen as ungodly. Lets add tattoo and piercing as groups eventually

who will be on the out list.

Thank you Republican jews with sag aftra also for taking my sanity

away and not thinking I’m an educated woman who wanted to achieve

things. Though at least one or two appear to be Hillary supporters I

would argue since I was told I need to date lawyers, not actors, that the

liberalism only goes as far as the surface to win fans. Ive noticed at least

two people I know who are pro Trump have been icy to me since calling

out Blake Shields & Assaf Cohen and demanding I have my rights back

with the Union. Within 24 hours I am attacked online by a woman with

a Jewish Maiden name who is Pro Trump and thinks I should be friends

with Christians. I would date a liberal jew before I’d date a Republican

Christian, in fact I’d never date a Republican Christian.
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Is it religion at the heart of Trump winning? Religion is not a part of

running America. Yes this explains the number of pro jew Trump

supporters too, until they realize under Trump they may be next.

Washington & Jefferson wanted this to be a country where Catholics,

Jews, humanists, quakers, and all could have freedom to have peace. I

am disappointed in actors like Denzil Washington and terrified for the

majority of America not into traditional christianity or religion at all.

http://universepolitics.com/2016/10/07/denzel-washington-shocks-hollywood-im-voting-for-trump-2/
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Kayne West who recently met with Trump has similar Christian

leanings. I’m terrified for the number of blacks who have nothing to do

with the middle east and asians who are buddhist and muslim.

Lets not forget Asians. When it comes to Asians I suspect the dislike for

China will lead to all being lumped together as being enemies to

Anerica as well, even though the Asian community in Los Angeles

seems to be the most outspoken for Christianity. Just go to the heart of

Hollywood Blvd and look at who is there telling people to find Jesus.

Most of the times it is a little asian couple with a bull horn.

Eventually this could lead to hatred of the hindus as well for praying to

multiple gods. (I’m not a fan of hindu culture that tells women who

qualifies as marriage material and who does not and the necessity for

family approval.) (Israel’s Oscar Nominated film made me furious but

that may be for another blog.) All still deserve the first amendment.

Terrorists deserve jail time and deportation. But a religion is not an act

of terrorism. Fear is the mind killer and this kind fear leads to to much

killing not just of lives but of ideals, hopes, dreams, and a future of love

and peace.

http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2016/february-web-only/kanye-wests-work-in-progress.html
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